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Laravel 5 - How to set custom 404 error page In Laravel 5, I am running into an issue setting up 404
pages. I am able to set a custom page using Route::get('error/{message}', 'HomeController@error');
However, if someone were to enter mydomain.com/admin when no admin exists, then I would like

them to be directed to mydomain.com/dashboard/admin, which is what is defined in my routes file. I
have tried setting up a route like so, with the 'admin' parameter, which worked well, but it does not

seem to be working out. I still get a 404 when someone enters mydomain.com/admin into my
browser. Route::get('/{message}', 'HomeController@error'); A: Use the middleware for 404:

Route::get('/{message}', 'HomeController@error'); Route::middleware('errors.api')->group(function
() { Route::get('/{message}', 'HomeController@error'); }); Laravel docs A massive thank you to

everyone who took a part in the 2020 Scrabble Open. With your help, we were able to deliver our
first ever Airdrop of L2O tokens and grow the L2O Community. Background While any playathon

brings with it the risk of tokens being exchanged for Scrabble tiles, the sole purpose of this
playathon was to raise funds for a good cause. All funds raised will go to Karolisus, a charitable

organisation operating within the Lithuanian food industry, and help those in need. The exact cause
of the playathon is when Karolisus was approached by the Lithuanian Embassy in 2019, to collect

three bags of discarded food from all the people attending the 2019 Lithuanian Scrabble
Championship. The embassy then passed the bags on to Karolisus. Karolisus was then able to collect
food from all those who travelled to the championship, and then set it out for people to use, free of
charge. The purpose of the playathon was to raise funds for Karolisus, allowing them to deliver the
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